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Dear Dr. Purnami,

Thank you for choosing to publish with Infectious Disease Reports: 

Profile of Congenital Rubella Syndrome in Soetomo General Hospital Surabaya, Indonesia  
by Dionisia Vidya Paramita and Nyilo Purnami 
Infect. Dis. Rep. 2020, 12(11), 8718; https://doi.org/10.4081/idr.2020.8718 – 06 July 2020

As of today, the Article Metrics that the paper received are as follows:

Abstract Views 492

Full-Text Views 224

Download Times 220

Citations * 0
* Source: Crossref, 06 July 2022

You are also able to track these data via the link: https://www.mdpi.com/2036-7449/12/11/8718#metrics. The median
number of citations of papers in this Issue is 0 (latest Crossref data).

Taking a few simple steps to promote your research can help you to attract more citations, have a greater impact, and
cultivate a stronger reputation.

1. Share your article across multiple social media platforms (such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, ResearchGate and
Mendeley) via the right-hand sidebar on the article page. We encourage you to tag MDPI's corporate account (e.g.,
Twitter: @MDPIOpenAccess) and/or the specific journal account so that we can share and promote your article, when
possible.

2. Share the article link with colleagues and peers in your field.

3. Add the paper link to your email signature.

4. Set up your profile on academic research-sharing platforms, such as SciProfiles, ResearchGate, Academia.edu, or
Google Scholar, and add a short summary of your article.

More information and paper promotion tips can be found here: https://www.mdpi.com/authors/promoting.

Thank you again for publishing your work with Infectious Disease Reports. Please do not hesitate to contact us if any
questions or suggestions arise. We look forward to working with you in the future.

Kind regards,
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Journal Information

Infectious Disease Reports (ISSN 2036-7449) is an international, open access peer-reviewed journal that publishes
scientific papers about infectious diseases.  

To submit to the journal click here.
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